THE SYSTEM IS THE SOLUTION
SUPER-KRETE'S STAMP OVERLAY SYSTEMS FOR CONCRETE 1/8” OVERLAY & 1/4” OVERLAY

Step 1: Clean!
S-12000 HEAVY DUTY DEGREASER™
Clean/Degrease Concrete Surfaces
- Removes oil, grime, grease and other contaminants
- Biodegradable, won’t harm plants!
- Encourages a strong PENE-KRETE reaction
Approximate Coverage: 300 sf/gallon

Step 2: Treat!
S-1300 PENE-KRETE®
Concrete Treatment
- Penetrating/integral sealer
- Densifies concrete
- Reduces moisture vapor emissions
- Protects concrete from freeze/thaw damage
- Aids in the curing of concrete
Approximate Coverage: 300 sf/gallon

Step 3: Treatment / Repair!
S-9300 BOND-KOTE®
& S-3500 ELASTIQUE MATTING®
Treat Cracks & Repair
- Embed Elastique Matting into wet Bond-Kote covering 3” on either side of a treatable crack
Approximate Coverage: 300 sf/bag

Step 4a: Texture / Stamp!
S-3000 BOND-KOTE®
OR S-1800 SUPER-STAMP®
Use BOND-KOTE for seamless texturing at 1/8” OR Use SUPER-STAMP® for stamping with patterns at 1/4”
- Stampable overlay to look like stone, tile, brick or wood
- Over 200 patterns to choose from
- Durable and flexible
- Interior and exterior applications
Coverage: @ 1/8” 50 sf/bag
Coverage: @ 1/4” 25 sf/bag

Step 4b: Stamp / Texture!
S-1710 LIQUID RELEASE AGENT™
& S-200 SUPER-SCRUB™
Clear Release Agent
- For simple stamping
- A lubricant for stamp/texture tools
- Adds longevity to stamping tool life
Approximate Coverage: 300 sf/gallon

Step 5: Color It!
S-9500 COLOR STAIN™
- Waterbased coloring system
- Many coloring options available
- Easily spray-applied
- No hazardous chemicals or acids
Approximate Coverage: 300 sf/gallon

Step 6: Seal & Protect It!
S-8600 CLEAR SEAL PLUS™
S-8800 VOC 93 CLEAR SEALER™
OR SUPRA-SEAL™
- Choose a semi gloss or high gloss finish
- Protects surfaces
- Easy Maintenance
- Chemical and UV Resistance
Coverage will vary depending on selected sealer.

Become a Certified Applicator...
Start with our Two-Day Training
Seminars - Call 800-995-1716 for Dates and Registration

Need More Information?
Ask About & SIGN UP for our Hands-On Demonstrations!

800-995-1716 • www.super-krete.com
systems available: crack repair, concrete repair, art deco, knock-down texturing & more!